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Chief FCA115 monitor mount accessory

Brand : Chief Product code: FCA115

Product name : FCA115

FUSION Wall Plate for XSM1U and XTM1U

Chief FCA115 monitor mount accessory:

This FUSION™ wall plate can be used with the XSM1U and XTM1U when used on 24" studs and displays
with narrow mounting patterns.
Chief FCA115. Product colour: Black, Compatibility: Cybertouch: RMT7002, RMT7006, RMT7032 EYEVIS:
LCD64004K, LCD7000HD NEC: P701, P701AVT, P702,...

Features

Product colour Black

Features

Compatibility

Cybertouch: RMT7002, RMT7006,
RMT7032 EYEVIS: LCD64004K,
LCD7000HD NEC: P701, P701AVT,
P702, P702AVT Sharp: PNL802B
Sony: GXDL65H1 TOSHIBA:
L65A5XP
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